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How to lmprove Relationships with Hostile
Cowork,ers
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lf we've learned arrything from Covid-19, the related vaccinations and mandates, work-from-home

arrangements, re1:urn-to-the-office options, or financiaI incentives, it's this: people hate to be

forced to do anytl'ring, even if convinced it might be to their benefit.
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Sooner or later, V,ou're going to run into a similar watl of resistance from a coworker who acts

hostile toward you because they've been forced to cooperate with you or work with you against
their wilt.

Either their boss has made a decisi{n to deaI with you and left them iced out, or they,ve served on
a decision-making team and cast a {issenting vote against you. Subsequently, they've been

selected to serve as your point of contact. Ouchl

You may also find yourself in the to{eh position of handting a Hostile Hostage when you,re the
only kid on the block with the experlise the coworker wants or needs. They feet like the 7-year-old
saying to a parent, "l hate you and l'm going to run away from home. Woutd you pack me lunch,
please?" And you want to respond, 'f l feel tike tetting you run away from home - but I'm your
parent and need to take care of you!,,

So how to work together to implemgnt a decision or project when your coworker feels as though
they have been "taken hostage" in tlre situation?

Don't Pull Rank lf You Ca e in Higher Up in the Food Chain

lf you've already worked to make a ecision with the Hostile Hostage's boss, never flaunt that

s that alltoo wel[. Set your goal on winning the confidencesituation. Your Hostile Hostage kn

and trust of your current contact -
done.

person you need to work with day to day to get the job

Eliminate comments such as "When

critical importance of ..." or "Mr. VIP

decision can't or won't be reversed.

credibility with the Hostile Hostage

s. VIP and I spoke the other day, we were discussing the

anted me to let you know that he prefers ..." Such

sume that you personatly must also establish your personal

it relates to the idea, plan, or organization.

comments convey that you're on th

backya rd.

inside track and the coworker is the outsider in their own

Never Assume You Can Qu Selling the Decision, ldea, or Change

Just because the boss "made the d ision" at some point, don't assu me automaticatty that the

Atthough you may not make other f aI presentations, look for opportunities to drop your

credentials and evidence of perform ce into your conversations. Every contact, particularly the
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at you can deliver what you promised.

Make the Hostile Cowork a Star

Never leave your Hostile Hostage in

you're alone with the boss. Copy th

e dark about what kind of "press" they,re getting when

boss on emails of commendation about how they,re
handting, say, the implementation

"filtered" back down to the Hostile

story, and let them know they're cr

f a project., Make sure your oraI comments to the boss get

ostage.Also make sure that the Hostile Hostage stars in your

lto the outcome and your success.

Expecting someone to love being fo ced to accept and implement decisions with which they
disagree is unreas;onable. But upg

possible.

ing their hostitity to cooperation is entirely reasonable and
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